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Across Down 
    

1 Vast capitol of Europe envisioned by Adolf  1 Harrowing Zola novel about lives of grinding  

 Hitler and entrusted to Albert Speer to build   poverty and revolutionary zeal of coal miners 

 after successful conclusion to war (unfinished)  in far northern France in 1860s 

9 Causing great anger 2 Minor biblical figure associated chiefly with  

10 Greatly loved singer from Texas known for   conservative English politician known for  

 ethereal tenor, immobile performing style due  1968 anti-immigration “rivers of blood” 

 to extreme stage fright and brief film career  speech in UK parliament (quoting Virgil) 

 (The Fastest Guitar in the West) (initials) 3 “And the dry stone no sound of water. Only 

11 Hard-bitten US author known for depiction of  There is shadow under this … …, (Come in  

 seedy underbelly of Chicago in 40s (Walk on  under the shadow of this … …), And I will  

 on the Wild Side, The Man with the Golden   show you fear blah blah blah” The Wasteland 

 Arm, The Neon Wilderness etc.)  4 Pertaining to spoils seized in war 

12 Greater Israel (initials) 5 Amalekite king hewn in pieces by the prophet  

13 Small ball of poultry industry waste breaded,  Samuel demonstrating to King Saul who had 

 deep fried and sold in 6-piece Happy Meal®   shown mercy and spared him (thus defying  

15 Isaac Hayes (initials)  divine will) what real obedience looks like 

16 Alcohol sold at popular dedicated land 6 Northern Ireland or nuclear Iran (initials) 

18 Small water buffalo native to Sulawesi with  7 Veteran Australian sculptor known for  

 pointed, backward facing horns  monumental work with forms (The Sentinel,  

20 “Once upon a time and a very good time it   Rings of Saturn, Sun Ribbon, Forward Surge  

 was there was a …cow coming down along   etc.) (first name) 

 the road and this …cow that was coming  8 Department in new Soviet state devoted to  

 down along the road met a nicens little boy   promulgation of ideas to win over masses  

 named baby tuckoo. When you wet the bed   (portmanteau of агитации and пропаганды) 

 first it is warm then it gets cold. etc.” Joyce  (invoked in west as evidence of heinous  

21 “I’ll take you to the candy shop / I’ll let you  totalitarian mind control) 

 lick the …” Coarse 50 Cent song from 00s 14 Dour, negative, unpleasant person creating  

   toxic atmosphere in workplace 

  16 Popular neologism indicating mirth 

  17 Australian emergency phone number (also  

   opening song from space-themed, K-pop  

    competition reality show Girls Planet 999) 

  19 Did first Bond movie villain have hands? 

    

   15 Oct 2022 

 


